
ODOR CONTROL -RESTROOM
Fixture Care

*Original                     ULTRA-OR

*Apple Spice                ULTRA-AS

*Mint                                 ULTRA-M

*Red Clover Tea                  ULTRA-RC

*Cucumber Melon               ULTRA-CM

*Soft Linen                ULTRA-SL

*Tango Mango                      ULTRA-TM

*Lavender (Purple Crush)    ULTRA-PC

Fruit Splash                 ULTRA-FS

ULTRA / 10 case              

ULTRA AIR™ Deodorizing Urinal Screens 

www.nilodor.com     800.443.43214

Private Branding our ULTRA AIR Urinal Screens:  •25 Cases minimum per fragrance 
•A one time set-up charge.  Stamp color available in Black
•All screens are individually wrapped and packed 10 per carton, 6 cartons per 
  master.  Each carton will be private labeled with customers information

ULTRA

ULTRA 2.0

•Contains 15 times more fragrance than 
  traditional screens

•Releases billions of optimized bacteria   
  which clean and eliminate odors

•Day and monthly service reminders 

•Anti-splash spikes

•Flexible design to fit into any urinal

•Recommended by the leading waterless    
  urinal manufacturer

*Apple Spice                    UA2-AS

*Cucumber Melon                   UA2-CM

*Soft Linen                    UA2-SL

*Tango Mango                          UA2-TM

ULTRA 2.0 / 10 case              

ULTRA AIR™ 2.0 Deodorizing Urinal Screens 
•Most fragrance load available in a         
  high fragrance screen
•Releases billions of optimized bacteria   
  which clean and eliminate odors

•Day and monthly service reminders

•Longer anti-splash spikes

•Flexible design to fit into any urinal
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•ULTRA AIR products are made with recycled plastics, recyclable #7
•All of our ULTRA AIR products meets the “Purchase of Sustainable Cleaning Products and  
  Materials” criteria under the LEED point management system.

*Apple Spice              UACLIP-AS

*Mint                              UACLIP-M

*Red Clover Tea                 UACLIP-RC

*Cucumber Melon              UACLIP-CM

*Soft Linen              UACLIP-SL

*Tango Mango                    UACLIP-TM

*Lavender (Purple Crush)     UACLIP-PC

Fruit Splash              UACLIP-FS

ULTRA Clips / 12 case              

ULTRA AIR™ Deodorizing Clips 

•Contains 30 times more fragrance than 
  traditional rim sticks

•Clips to the outside of toilet or on the
  side of the tank

• Easily hidden

Scan to view our 
ULTRA 2 splash 

test video

Available in Single Scent Solution


